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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a comparative study of free-hand
pointing, an absolute remote pointing device. Unimanual and
bimanual interaction were tested as well as the static reference
system (spatial coordinates are fixed in the space in front of the
TV) and novel body-aligned reference system (coordinates are
bound to the current position of the user). We conducted a pointand-click experiment with 12 participants. We have identified the
preferred interaction areas for left- and right-handed users in
terms of hand preference and preferred spatial areas of the
interaction. In bimanual interaction, the users relied more on
dominant hand, switching hands only when necessary. Even
though the remote pointing device was faster than the free-hand
pointing, it was less accepted probably due to its low precision.
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intended to be used with a TV as a special remote control device.
Besides playing games, they both can be used to control a user
interface of an Interactive TV. The other scenario is a large public
display presenting information such as indoor navigation, planned
events, booking of rooms and seats, etc. in a public building like a
library. Let us further imagine that the display is large enough to
let several users work at the same time. In this case, we can
introduce a dedicated user interface for each detected user. As the
user moves along the large display, the UI controls are following
her or him.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User Interfaces
– Input devices and strategies

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement, Performance.

Keywords
Free-Hand Pointing, Remote Pointing Device, Mouse, Bimanual
Interaction, Fitt’s Law, Kinect, Wii

1. INTRODUCTION
Since Bolt’s famous Put-That-There system [1], the distant
pointing techniques and devices have made a large progress.
Today we witness a great commercial success of computer games
that are controlled by body motion and limb gestures, which is a
very intuitive and responsive way of input. Playing such games
requires a system that is capable of tracking the current position
and motion of the user. In our work, we investigated performance
of two existing commercial systems, Kinect and Wii, in terms of
speed and pointing precision.
In our study we target two scenarios where the user can navigate
the user interface distantly and no direct touch is required. The
first scenario is an Interactive TV. Both Kinect and Wii are

Figure 1. A silhouette of the user interacting bimanually

2. RELATED WORK
Several works exist that have focused on the remote large display
navigation, gesture recognition, and remote pointing. The Fitt’s
law [2] is a well described model and it has been proven, that it
works for touch as well as for remote pointing with Wii [3]. Test
of two remote input devices for Interactive TV [4] resulted in
conclusion that the mouse is strongly preferred technique.
According to Riek et al. [5], the Fitt’s law is surprisingly not
violated in bimanual aiming task.
The distant display pointing techniques have been elaborated for
menu selection problem [6] or button pressing [7]. Clark et al. [8]
explored multimodal interfaces for distant and close interaction.
Several different techniques have been introduced for pointing.
Some of them (e.g. [9,10]) are based on computer vision using
regular cameras and are able to handle both pointing and touching
while not requiring any additional devices held by the user.
Samsung ES8000 is an example of a commercial product operated
by gestures. Others (e.g. [11, 12]) require additional hardware
which can be an obstacle for use in our proposed scenarios. Vogel
et al. [13] used a commercial motion tracking system that allowed
emulating click by precise finger gestures.

3. OUR SOLUTION
Our free-hand pointing solution utilizes motion sensing device
Microsoft Kinect originally developed for Xbox 360 game
console. The device is placed below a screen and it monitors area
in front of the screen. OpenNI library (http://www.openni.org/)
was used to track the user. Compared to professional motion
tracking systems, this solution is much cheaper but less precise.
A silhouette of the user is displayed on the screen and two cursors
are shown on the user’s palms (see Figure 1). As the palm moves
the cursor moves accordingly on the screen. Click operation is
performed by moving palm forward or backward the screen by 3
inches (approx. 7.5 cm). These movements resemble pushing and
pulling a button.
Besides a user interface, in which elements do not change the
position (fixed reference system, further referred to as static), we
also implemented a user interface, in which the reference system
follows the center of the user’s body (body-aligned reference
system, further referred to as dynamic). In other words, whole
user interface moves on the screen along with the user’s motion.
The difference between these two user interfaces is depicted in the
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. a. Static interface – the UI element, depicted as green
circle, do not change the position as the user moves. b. Dynamic
interface – the UI element moves along with the user.

4. EXPERIMENT
The aim of the experiment was to compare four versions of the
free-hand pointing interface with a remote pointing device and a
PC mouse. The PC mouse was the only indirect pointing device
and it was used only as a baseline method. We expected the
mouse to outperform the other mentioned methods. The following
interaction methods were prepared for the comparison test:
• Free-hand dynamic bimanual. The user interface was
following the position of the participant who could use both
hands for pointing.
• Free-hand dynamic unimanual. The user interface was
following the position of the participant, who used only
dominant hand for pointing.
• Free-hand static bimanual. The participant could use both
hands for pointing.
• Free-hand static unimanual. The participant used only
dominant hand for pointing.
• Remote pointing device. Nintendo Wii remote control was
used. The remote control has the ability to determine its
position using a built-in infrared camera that monitors
infrared LED diodes mounted on top of the TV, called
sensor bar. The mouse cursor was directly manipulated by
the device. Mouse click was actuated by pressing the trigger
on the bottom of the device.

• Mouse. A common computer optical mouse was used.
Enhanced pointer precision option in MS Windows was
turned off.
The performance of each method was measured using a sequence
of 100 point-and-click target acquisition tasks. Each participant
was requested to aim and click on circles that appeared one-byone on the screen. There were three levels of size (32, 64, and 128
px in diameter) and three levels of distance between the
successive circles (128, 256, and 512 px). Both levels were being
randomly selected during the task. The objective data collected in
the task were processed into three indicators as follows:
• Point time, which is the duration needed to move the pointer
to a circle.
• Click time, which is the duration needed to perform a click
operation on a circle.
• Selections per turn, which is a number of how many times
the pointer crossed the border of the target in one turn (the
point-and-click task). This measure is a quantification of
precision of the interaction method.
The point-and-click experiment ran on a personal computer
connected to a 40” Samsung LCD TV with resolution 1280x720
pixels. All participants were told to stand 6 feet (approx. 1.8m) far
from the TV.
12 participants took part in the experiment. They were recruited
from the university staff (4 women, 8 men, mean age=34, SD=8.6)
and were all experienced computer users, however they had no
previous experience with Kinect or Wii systems. Ten participants
were right-handed. Within-subject experimental design was used,
the factor was the choice of the interaction method.
Participants were asked to complete the sequence of 100 tasks for
each input method. The order of presentation was
counterbalanced using a Latin square to compensate for a learning
effect. The entire session (all six series) lasted for approximately
30 minutes. After completing all tasks, the participants were asked
to complete a questionnaire.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Speeds
The measured values in the experiment are summarized in the
Table 1. The ANOVA test and pairwise t-test with Bonferroni
correction were used to find statistically significant differences in
mean quantities among the methods. The task times suggest that
pointing device is slightly faster than free-hand pointing.
However, the only significant difference in the task times (F(5,66)
= 11.9, p<<.001) is between the mouse and all other methods as
expected. Using dynamic interface is a bit slower than static as a
distant circle gets even farther while the user trying to reach it.
The static unimanual interface is significantly faster than the
dynamic unimanual interface for both pointing (F(5, 7032) =
207.0, p<<.001) and clicking ((F(5, 7032) = 61.7, p<<.001).
Bimanual interaction is faster than unimanual and it is
significantly faster in dynamic interfaces in the point and click
times. Remote pointing device was faster than all the free-hand
pointing methods in point time but it is less precise as selection
per turn suggests. Compared to the static interfaces, the pointing
device is even significantly less precise (F(5, 7032) = 48.9,
p<<.001).

Table 1. Mean times and standard deviations (SD) for each measured value and modality.
dynamic
unimanual
mean
SD
263.4
85.6
1173
552
1188
1269
1.7
1.3

static bimanual

static unimanual

mean
201.8
1054
961
1.5

mean
213.2
1102
962
1.5

5.2 Hands usage
In case of bimanual interaction, participants relied more on their
dominant hand. The Figure 3 shows ratio between left and right
hand for the right-handed participants on the screen divided into
9x5 grid. The number in each cell indicates the percentage of use
of the right hand in that region. Note that in front of the body, the
participants used mostly right hand (70-77%). For the left-handed
participants the situation is mirrored. Figure 4 shows mean point
times for each region when using right hand in static unimanual
interaction. Mean times on the right of the screen are generally
shorter than those on the left.

Figure 3. Ratio of right hand usage in different positions on the
screen. Red and blue colors (light and dark grey on B/W print)
correspond to left and right hands respectively

SD
40.6
432
1054
1.1

remote pointing
device
mean
SD
186.4
52.5
889
419
953
914
1.7
1.2

SD
50.6
438
1033
1.1

mouse
mean
110.7
685
432
1.1

SD
13.3
226
225
0.3

In order to find models for each method, a linear regression was
performed. The results are shown in the Figure 5. The Table 2
shows a and b values as well as correlation of a model for each
method. Note, that correlations are high even for bimanual
interaction methods. We believe that this is caused by
participant’s strategy of changing hands – they tend to use one
hand until a circle was too difficult to reach. Then they switched
hands and continued in the same manner. The bimanual
interaction actually consisted of series of unimanual interaction.
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Figure 5. Linear regression between the pointing time (MT) and
index of difficulty (ID)
Figure 4. Mean point times in different positions on the screen
when using right hand in static unimanual interaction.

5.3 Fitt’s law
Fitt’s law [2] provides model of human movement in simple
pointing task. It predicts the time required to point (movement
time, MT) at a target. The model can be mathematically
formulated as follows:

Table 2. Parameters of Fitt’s law model for each method.
dynamic bimanual
dynamic unimanual
static bimanual
static unimanual
pointing device
mouse

A
481.7
430.5
504.2
373.9
235.4
275.5

B
205.9
258.2
192.3
255.8
227.5
145.6

correlation (r)
.962
.990
.926
.988
.968
.981

(1)
(2)
where a and b are device-dependent parameters, ID is index of
difficulty of a combination of target distance (or amplitude, A),
and width W. In our experiment, there were three different
amplitudes (distances between successive circles) as well as target
widths (circle diameter), which yielded 5 different indices of
difficulty.

5.4 Subjective results
The participants were asked to rate all the methods in terms of
perceived speed, comfort and accuracy on a five-item Likert scale
(1 – certainly yes, 5 – certainly no). The median values of
collected data are depicted in the Figure 6. Static interfaces were
rated better than dynamic ones and they were also rated better
than the pointing device. However, the mouse received the best
scores among all the methods.

Median of Likert scale score

In the future work we would like to aim at finding actual usability
of a dynamic interface, not only its performance.
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